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ABSTRACT
In normal cells, the accuracy of chromosome segregation namely euploidy is ensured by
properly functioning error-checking spindle assembly checkpoint. Spindle assembly
checkpoint component, human mitotic arrest-deficient protein Mad1 (hMad1) is critical
to prevent cellular aneuploidy, and was recognized as an inductor of genetic diseases.
Here, we analyzed the capacity of hMad1 mutants in their risk of inducing genetic
disorders. Their critical molecular descriptors were calculated and compared by
structure–activity relationships in order to elucidate the contribution of these molecular
features to initiate genetic disorders. Our results suggest that in the hMad1 mutants
descriptors could be deeply involved in aneuploidy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During mitotic cell division, exact copies of cell chromosomes are obtained and pairs of
sister chromatids are produced [1,2]. Furthermore, these are attached to microtubules
originating from two opposite spindle poles by kinetochores (protein structure on chromatids)
during a bi-orientation process [1,3,4]. A judicious bi-orientation mechanism leads to
euploidy, but, sometimes, the premature separation of a single pair of sister chromatids may
lead to aneuploidy [4]. Therefore, the cells develop a control system called the mitotic spindle
assemble checkpoint (SAC), which delays the onset of anaphase until all sister chromatid
pairs have performed the bi-orientation process [5-7].
The SAC complex is formed by many proteins including Bub1, BubR1, Bub3, Mps1,
Mad1 and Mad2, which are recruited to unattached kinetochores to prevent aneuploidy [5].
The functional mechanism of SAC involves interactions among these proteins; Mad1-Mad2
core complex represents the key catalytic engine of the SAC [8]. It is important to mention
that the Mad1-Mad2 core complex catalyses the conformational activation of the unusual
two-state protein Mad2 [9-16].
Biochemically, the hMad1 amino acid sequence is 718 residues long and is highly
conserved from yeast to human. Crystallographic studies [5,17,18] revealed that: (i) hMad1 is
an elongated protein, which works as a dimer; (ii) residues 485-584 are critical for Mad1Mad2 binding and stabilisation of the Mad1 dimer, therefore; (iii) mutations in this region
destabilise the Mad1–Mad2 complex and the Mad1-Mad1 dimer. Structure-based
mutagenesis and clinical studies [18-21] showed that mutations in the Mad1-Mad2 binding
motif, 500-580 amino acids, critically affect SAC activity, and represent a major form of
genomic instability in human cancers [19-21] or bipolar disorder (BD) [22]. A recent study by
Cichon et al. [22] demonstrated a significant genome-wide association between hMad1 on
7p22.3 and an excess of T alleles in patients with BD. The same genetic variation of hMad1
on 7p22.3 was also found in patients with cancer [20,22], where the following hMad1
mutants were identified: R59C, T500M and R556C. Nomoto et al. [19] and Tsukasaki et al.
[20] identified hMad1 mutations R59C, T299A, T500M, E511K, E516K, R556C, E569K and
R572H as being involved in the pathogenesis of a variety of human cancers, including
lymphomas, lung, prostate and breast cancers, and glioblastomas.
Despite numerous in vivo and in vitro studies connecting aneuploidy with hMad1
mutations, its complex structural and functional profile hindered a complete understanding of
aneuploidy mechanisms. Encouraged by the large amount of clinical and experimental data,
and also considering the reduced number of computational and crystallographic studies, we
aimed to use structure–activity relationship (SAR) analysis to rationalise the capacity of
established hMad1 mutants to induce aneuploidy and design new aneuploidy-inducing
mutants by computational mutagenesis.
All SAR methods consider that macroscopic properties are induced by molecular
structure, and every change in molecular structure leads to modification of these properties
[23]. Considering that hMad1 is widely involved in many types of genetic diseases, the
design and analysis of new hMad1 mutants appears to be a necessity in preclinical and
clinical studies. However, prediction accuracy of protein function is dependent on the
appropriate selection of physical and chemical properties of proteins. Usually, the selection of
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effective molecular descriptors is problem-dependent and there is no universal rule to achieve
this goal.
We previously developed SAR models [24,25] for viral proteins and antimicrobial
activity of peptides, and proposed new, more effective analogues, which suggest that
molecular descriptors, including hydrophobic features, steric (e.g., molecular surface area) or
count of atom types, are critical for biological activity.
In the present study, we attempt to generate highly accurate SAR models of cellular
proteins by using computational methods, and to explore new perspectives for understanding
the mechanism of aneuploidy and its implication in genetic diseases. Thus, we establish
variations in molecular descriptors, such as electronic fields and protein surface areas, which
described hMad1 wild type (wt) and other mutant forms, and we calculate the values of these
descriptors in cases of aneuploidy.

2. METHODS
2.1. Dataset for analysis: molecular modeling minimum energy calculation
strategy of classical and de novo hMAD1 mutants
Based on experimental data demonstrating that hMad1 residues 493-584 are critical for
Mad1-Mad2 interactions, we generated hMad1 mutants from a hMad1 wt template available
from crystallographic structures (PDB: 1GO4) [5,18]. The database of hMad1 mutants was
generated according to the following criteria: (i) the range of observed destabilisation of
hMad1 function, and also the variability of cellular lines expressing these mutants [5,19,20];
and (ii) the variety of amino acids that were replaced in the hMad1 structure. In agreement
with experimental data [20,21], we chose to analyse aneuploidy induced by eight hMad1
mutants that are deeply involved in promoting many types of cancers, and probably BD:
T500M (numerous cancer types and possibly BD), E511K (lung cancer), E516K (numerous
cancer types), R556C (prostate cancer and probably BD), R556H (lung cancer), R558H
(numerous cancer types), E569K (breast cancer), and R572H (numerous cancer types).
Furthermore, in our study, we included hMad1 C568D, L571D, L575D, P549A, M545A, and
L543A mutants, which completely abolished or significantly reduced Mad1-Mad2 binding
[18].
An important objective of the study was to determine the molecular features of de novo
hMad1 mutants susceptible to induce aneuploidy. De novo hMad1 mutants were designed
following several general rules: (i) the electrostatic contacts were changed by introducing
positively charged amino acids: for example, R, K and H; (ii) the number of hydrophobic
contacts was varied by introducing very hydrophobic amino acids F, I and W; (iii) we
changed the hydrogen bond donor/acceptor character by introducing R and K; and (iv) the
molecular surface areas were changed by substitutions with small amino acids, such as A or
G, or the bulky amino acid W. The mutations were: T500/S/N/L/W; E511/R/D/N/Q;
E516/T/M/F/L; R556/K/L/F/I; R558/A/W/M/G; E569/D/Q/P/W; and R572/K/L/F/I, and we
aimed to analyses whether the replacements of these amino acids were able, or not, to induce
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aneuploidy by changing the values of molecular descriptors in comparison with hMad1
mutants template.
Molecular modeling of all dimer hMad1 mutants was performed using Insight software
package (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) and the minimum potential energy was
calculated using conjugate gradient method, Kollman force-field [26]. After energy
minimisation, Kollman partial charges [27] of the compounds were loaded. During energy
minimisation, free movement of only the amino acid side chains was allowed.

2.2. Descriptors Calculation
Molecular descriptors of hMad1 wt and mutants were calculated using a database from
MOE software (Chemical Computing Group, Montreal, PQ, Canada). The following
considerations were critical for our study: solvation energy [28-30], and surface areas
represented by: (i) subdivided van der Waals surface induced by hydrophobic and polar atoms
(vsa_hyd, vsa_pol) [31,32]; (ii) subdivided solvent accessible surface areas induced by
hydrophobic and polar atoms (ASA_hyd, ASA_pol) [31,32]; and (iii) subdivided solvent
accessible surface areas induced by atoms with positive and, respectively, negative partial
charges (ASA_pos, ASA_neg) [31,32].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Results
The initial stage of our study results was represented by the evaluation of molecular
descriptors described as hMad1 mutants already recognised as aneuploidy risk factors. Table
1 illustrates the molecular descriptors, showing significant fluctuations among hMad1 wt and
mutant forms in the domain of residues 493-579.

Literature-based Mad1
mutants

Table 1: Molecular descriptors of Mad1 wt, Mad1 mutants recognized as aneupoidy inductors
and de novo Mad 1 mutants obtained by computational mutagenesis

Mad1
mutants
Mad1 wt
T500M
E511K
E516K
R556C
R556H
R558H
E569K
R572H

E_sol
(kcal/mol)
-3440.56
-3425.01
-3381.12
-3772.79
-3451.54
-3447.66
-3332.45
-3339.45
-3297.43

ASA_hyd
(Å2)
8038.16
8117.24
8016.23
8078.25
8130.51
8202.24
8113.44
8230.46
8117.45

ASA_pol
(Å2)
8096.00
8127.62
8149.42
8127.11
7887.33
7874.16
8036.75
8028.22
7946.56

vsa_pol
(Å2)
6407.53
6380.40
6388.75
6388.75
6306.41
6329.14
6347.93
6388.75
6347.93

vsa_hyd
(Å2)
9148.24
9241.98
9220.46
9220.46
9152.19
9202.24
9130.02
9220.46
9130.02

Mad1 mutants obtained by computational mutagenesis
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C568D
L571D
L575D
P549A
M545A
L543A
T500S
T500N
T500L
T500W
E511R
E511D
E511N
E511Q
E516T
E516M
E516F
E516L
R556K
R556L
R556F
R556I
R558A
R558W
R558M
R558G
E569D
E569Q
E569P
E569W
R572K
R572L
R572F
R572I

-3666.90
-3711.79
-3638.83
-3421.79
-3440.23
-3442.74
-3445.56
-3451.80
-3422.44
-3432.09
-3463.14
-3500.77
-3333.94
-3332.58
-3468.94
-3436.26
-3448.75
-3457.11
-3436.89
-3419.87
-3433.85
-3421.07
-3303.95
-3311.90
-3305.30
-3303.43
-3530.94
-3436.41
-3422.37
-3427.01
-3481.57
-3396.79
-3400.69
-3395.02

7985.85
7984.28
7930.12
7981.65
7949.46
7984.72
8001.18
7936.60
8137.09
8179.84
8008.27
8010.21
8004.45
8039.37
8078.86
8082.69
8160.88
8122.52
8140.18
8210.59
8291.84
8171.81
8093.54
8283.18
8164.38
8054.63
7983.52
8013.90
8059.33
8193.79
8091.42
8151.87
8222.90
8140.85

8154.24
8191.37
8201.30
8106.42
8028.85
8112.76
8131.80
8211.96
8051.45
8088.32
8137.66
8126.05
8129.04
8112.29
8063.83
8047.83
7970.12
8012.13
7966.52
7823.62
7796.59
7827.23
7983.20
7957.10
8033.89
8003.68
8110.04
8171.54
8009.68
7976.28
8051.23
7908.00
7871.26
7903.32

65
6461.80
6461.80
6461.80
6418.90
6407.53
6407.53
6407.53
6443.02
6380.40
6391.76
6435.60
6407.53
6415.88
6415.88
6380.40
6353.26
6353.26
6353.26
6360.68
6325.20
6325.20
6325.20
6325.20
6336.56
6325.20
6325.20
6407.53
6415.88
6341.90
6364.63
6360.68
6325.20
6325.20
6325.20

9144.29
9026.19
9026.19
9103.22
9037.58
9053.39
9116.62
9104.12
9226.17
9293.42
9188.84
9116.62
9116.62
9148.24
9160.74
9254.48
9279.12
9238.67
9179.86
9198.07
9238.53
9198.07
9103.22
9265.32
9213.88
9071.61
9116.62
9148.24
9188.84
9305.92
9179.86
9198.07
9238.53
9198.07

Different variations of molecular descriptors, such as subdivided van der Waals surface
areas, were recorded in hMad1 wt and mutants in the domain of residues 493-579. To better
emphasize the variation of different parameters for various mutants, and due to the fact that
the absolute numeric values of descriptors are high, we plotted the difference between
subdivided molecular surface area values calculated for hMad1 mutants and wt in Figure 1
and 2. Figure 1 demonstrates that the presence of hydrophobic residues induces a significant
fluctuation of van der Waals surface areas (vsa_hyd) compared with a weak fluctuation of the
van der Waals surface areas induced by polar (vsa_pol) amino acid residues. In addition,
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Figure 2 shows that the presence of hydrophobic, polar and charged atoms induces fluctuation
of solvent accessible surface area.
Figure 1: Dot-plot representation of the van der Waals area components given by
hydrophobic and polar atoms (values are calculated as the difference between various mutants and
wild type Mad1; black diamonds correspond to mutations: T500M, E511K, E516K, R556C,
R556H, R558H, E569K, and R572H; grey diamonds correspond mutations: C568D, L571D,
L575D, P549A, M545A, and L543A; open diamonds correspond to computationally induced
mutations)

Figure 2: Dot-plot representation of the solvent accessible surface area components
corresponding to the polar and hydrophobic atoms (values are calculated as the difference between
various mutants and wild type Mad1; black diamonds correspond to mutations: T500M, E511K,
E516K, R556C, R556H, R558H, E569K, and R572H; grey diamonds correspond to mutations:
C568D, L571D, L575D, P549A, M545A, and L543A; open diamonds correspond to
computationally induced mutations)
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3.2. Discussion
Based on the SAR hypothesis, stating that molecular descriptors of proteins are able to
suggest their function, we performed a study comparing molecular descriptors, identified as
critical, in native and mutants hMad1 in the domain of residues 493-579, which is strongly
involved in Mad1-Mad2 binding and already recognized as a cellular euploidy factor.
Furthermore, to provide a new interpretation of aneuploidy mechanism, based on molecular
descriptors evaluation, we induced, by computational mutagenesis, a number of hMad1
mutants and analyzed these mutants as possible aneuploidy inductors.
In our study, we classified and analyzed the molecular descriptors in a few clusters: (i)
the potential energy cluster including solvation, van der Waals, electrostatic and torsion
energies; (ii) the molecular surface cluster containing subdivided van der Waals and solvent
accessible surface areas; and (iii) the structural cluster comprising molecular descriptors
derived directly from protein sequence atoms (polar/hydrophobic/hydrogen bond donor–
acceptor) and bond type (rigid and rotatable) counts.
Molecular descriptors of hMad1 mutants in the domain of residues 493-579, especially
potential energy descriptors, undergo significant variation with solvation energy changing
from -3772.79 kcal/mol (E516K) to -3297.43 kcal/mol (R572H), and torsion energy changing
from 952.15 kcal/mol (T500L) to 972.96 kcal/mol (R558M).
Cluster analysis of solvation energy indicates that hMad1 wt and the hMad1 mutant
M545A have almost identical values (-3440.56 kcal/mol vs. -3440.23 kcal/mol). Other very
similar values of solvation energy were obtained for four de novo mutants: L543A (-3442.74
kcal/mol), R556K (-3436.89 kcal/mol), E569Q (-3436.41 kcal/mol) and E516M (-3436.26
kcal/mol; Table 1). We may presume that, in this respect, these hMad1 mutants, induced by
computational mutagenesis, have a small risk to induce cellular aneuploidy.
A similar interpretation may be given to the substitution of smaller-sized positively
charged amino acid R572 with non-polar amino acids L, F and I, and the bulky positive
amino acid K. A comparison between the values of solvation energy of hMad1 wt and these
hMad1 mutants (see Table 1), suggests that these mutants have a low chance of inducing
various types of cancer. This observation is supported by: (i) experimental data [19,20]
showing that hMad1 R572H induces many types of cancer; and (ii) findings that the solvation
energy values for mutants R572/L/F/I/K are closer to hMad1 wt than to the pathological
hMad1 R572H mutant (Table 1). On the other hand, the solvation energy value of hMad1 wt
is significantly different from that of the naturally occurring hMad1 R572H mutant (-3297.43
kcal/mol) and those of de novo mutants: R558G (-3303.43 kcal/mol), R558M (-3305.30
kcal/mol) and R558A (-3303.95 kcal/mol). Based on the experimental data mentioned above
and on our computational results, it can be stated that, energetically, the above-mentioned de
novo hMad1 mutants may induce the same cancer types as the R572H mutant.
In Figure 3, we represent the solvation energy variation of mutants at several positions
(indicated on the bottom line) towards the value for the wt hMad1. The position of these
residues on the protein structure is illustrated in the top panel.
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Figure 3: Variation of the solvation energy between various Mad1 mutants and the wild type
protein (different mutations at the same position in the wild type protein (shown on the bottom
line) are indicated by the same background shade; the specific target mutation is indicated by
letters near each column; the top image indicates the position of each mutated residue in the Mad1
structure (PDB: 1GO4); for simplicity, only those mutants whose descriptors demonstrated
variations above 4% are shown)

For hMad1 mutants, the analysis of subdivided van der Waals descriptors cluster (Figure
4) indicates that: (i) a vsa_hyd varies significantly in the range between 9026.19 Å2 (L575D)
and 9305.92 Å2 (E569W); and (ii) a relatively small variation was found for vsa_pol (from
6306.41 Å2 (R556C) to 6461.80 Å2 (C568D)).
In Figure 4, we presented the difference between values of vsa_hyd area for the hMad1
wt and its various mutants. Mutations inducing large variations of descriptor values have a
higher probability of inducing pathologies such as cancer or BD.
Figure 4: Variation of the hydrophobic component of the van der Waals surface area between
various Mad1 mutants and the wild type protein (different mutations at the same position in the
wild type protein (shown on the bottom line) are indicated by the same background shade)
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The specific target mutation is indicated by letters near each column. For simplicity, only
those mutants whose descriptors demonstrated variations above 4% are shown.
In our study, the value of vsa_hyd area for hMad1 wt was 9148.24 Å2 and the value of
vsa_pol area for hMad1 wt was 6407.13 Å2. Our results suggest that, sterically, de novo
hMad1 mutants E511Q (9148.24 Å2) and E569Q (9148.24 Å2) are less likely to induce
aneuploidy. Within the same series of Mad1 mutants, when arginine, threonine and glutamic
acid were replaced with bulky hydrophobic tryptophan, phenylalanine or methionine, vsa_hyd
values varied within the range of 9250-9300 Å2: E516M (9254.48 Å2), R558W (9265.32 Å2),
E516F (9279.12 Å2), T500W (9293.42 Å2), and E569W (9305.92 Å2). We suggest that these
de novo mutants may induce various types of cancer or BD, given the similarity between their
vsa_hyd area values with those of the hMad1 T500M mutant (9241.98 Å2) and the clinical
data proving that the hMad1 T500M mutant induces various types of cancer or BD (20, 21,
24, 25).
Analysis of the subdivided solvent accessible surface area variations showed the
following fluctuations: ASA_pol maximum and minimum values of 8211.96 Å2 (T500N) and
7796.59 Å2 (R556F), respectively, and ASA_hyd maximum and minimum values of 8291.84
Å2 (R556F) and 7930.12 Å2, respectively. Cluster analysis of solvent accessible surface areas
demonstrated very similar ASA_pol values between hMad1 wt (8096.00 Å2) and the de novo
mutant T500W (8088.32 Å2), suggesting that this mutation is sterically less likely to induce
aneuploidy. On the contrary, other de novo mutants, such as R556L (7823.62 Å2) and R556I
(7827.23 Å2), have very similar ASA_pol values with R556H (7874.16 Å2) and R556C
(7887.33 Å2). In conjunction with experimental data showing that hMad1 R556C and R556H
induced prostate and lung cancer, and probably psychiatric disorders [19,20], our
computational data support the hypothesis that hMad1 R556L and R556I mutants induce the
same pathologies.
When subdivided solvent accessible surface area are considered as an aneuploidy factor,
we presume that various de novo hMad1 mutants may fail to induce different types of cancer
when they have the following molecular features: (i) ASA_hyd around values of hMad1 wt
(8038.16 Å2, e.g., E511Q (8039.37 Å2)); (ii) ASA_pol around values of hMad1 wt (8096.00
Å2, e.g., T500W (8088.32 Å2)); or (iii) solvent accessible surface areas induced by atoms with
a positive partial charge around values of hMad1 wt (11367.97 Å2, e.g., R556K (11365.23
Å2); Table 1 and Figure 1, 2 and 4).
We have to mention that the lack of experimental data regarding de novo hMad1 mutants
imposes significant limitations on the impact of our study. Even though the biological
processes in which hMad1 are involved are very complex and difficult to replicate in vivo, the
extension of our study by in vivo analyses of these de novo mutants is crucial.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Molecular simulation techniques such as rational design of protein mutants and structural
– enzymatic activity relations will continue to reveal important information about protein
function or implication of proteins in many cellular processes such as correct chromosome
segregation (euploidy), but it is important to understand the limitations and problems of these
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techniques. In our study a number of Mad1 mutants (already known to induce aneuploidy and
proposed by us by computational mutagenesis), at distinct domain: 493-579 (strongly
involved into Mad1-Mad2 binding already recognized to affect cellular euploidy) were
considered.
These mutants were analyzed relatively to structural descriptors in correlation with
destabilization of SAC activity and also inducing genetic diseases like cancer and BD.
Among various structural descriptors considered in our study, the steric (van der Waals area
and solvent accessible area and their subdivided) and also energetic solvation energy
descriptor are more relevant for our ability to predict genetic pathologies and their mechanism
of action, for the development of effective methods for early diagnosis and for possible
treatment strategies. We concluded that the evaluation of solvation energy of the Mad1 amino
acids and also, in equal manner the van der Waals and the solvent accessible surface areas
over all hydrophobic/polar and positively charged atoms may be important for predicting by
molecular simulation techniques the aneuploidy inductor role of Mad1 mutants. We suggested
that the Mad1 wild-type and mutants molecular descriptors evaluated here represent
important resources for future computational studies focused on aneuploidy, provided kinetic
data about Mad1-Mad2 and/or Mad1-Bub3 are available.
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